
Poetic Devices

alliteration: repetition of 
the first letter or sound in 
two or more words in a line
e.g. The snake slithered 
slowly along the soft sand.

onomatopoeia: words that 
sound like what they mean 
e.g. hiss, pop, boom, crack

simile: comparing two 
(usually unrelated) things 
using the words ‘as’ or ‘like’ 
e.g. My hands are as cold as 
ice. 

metaphor: compares one 
thing to another by stating 
that something is 
something else 
e.g. The stars are diamonds 
in the dark sky.

personification:when an 
object is given the qualities 
of a person
e.g. The sun was smiling 
down at me. 
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Understanding Poems
theme: the main idea; what the poem is all about

mood: the atmosphere or emotion in the poem, created by
          the poet

tone: the poet’s attitude towards what he or she is      
          writing about

rhyme: the repetition of sounds
            end rhyme - the last word on each line rhymes
            internal rhyme - words inside the same line rhyme

IDENTITY: the set of qualities and beliefs 
that makes one person or group different 

from others

Structure of Poems: Structure is how the poem is 
set out.



What are the poems about?

Island Man by Grace NIchols
Island Man is a short poem that focuses on the cultural 
identity of a Caribbean man who wakes up in London 
but who is still dreaming about his native land in the 
Caribbean

Presents from My Aunts in Pakistan by Moniza Alvi
Presents from My Aunt in Pakistan is about a teenage 
girl who is caught between cultures. She has a father 
from Pakistan and an English mother and she lives in 
England now. Her Pakistani aunts send her presents of 
traditional clothes, bangles and shoes. These delight 
her but also make her confused about her identity.

Search for My Tongue by Sujata Bhatt
Search for My Tongue is about how the poet has moved 
to another country and no longer needs her original 
language. She still remembers this ‘mother tongue’ 
fondly and worries she may forget how to speak this 
language.

Island Man Quotations
‘…island man wakes up
to the sound of blue surf
in his head 
the steady breaking and 
wombing’

‘he always comes back  
groggily groggily’

‘muffling muffling
his crumpled pillow waves
island man heaves himself’

‘Another London day’

Presents from My Aunts 
in Pakistan Quotations

‘glistening like an orange 
split open’

‘My aunts chose an 
apple-green sari, 
   silver-bordered 
            for my teens.’

‘I could never be as lovely 
as those clothes’ 

‘I longed 
for denim and corduroy.’

‘of no fixed nationality’

Search for My Tongue 
Quotations
‘I thought I spit it out,
but overnight while I 
dream, it grows back, the 
stump of a shoot’
 
‘the bud opens, the bud 
opens up in my mouth’

‘Everytime I think I’ve 
forgotten
I think I’ve lost the mother 
tongue,
it blossoms out of mouth’


